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The content and services available on the web continue to be accessed mostly through direct human control. But this is changing. Increasingly, users rely on automated agents that save them time and effort by programmatically retrieving content, performing complex interactions, and aggregating data from diverse sources. Programming Spiders, Bots, and Aggregators in Java teaches you how to build and deploy a wide variety of these agents–from single-purpose bots to exploratory spiders to aggregators that present a unified view of information from multiple user accounts.
    You will quickly build on your basic knowledge of Java to quickly master the techniques that are essential to this specialized world of programming, including parsing HTML, interpreting data, working with cookies, reading and writing XML, and managing high-volume workloads. You’ll also learn about the ethical issues associated with bot use--and the limitations imposed by some websites.    

    This book offers two levels of instruction, both of which are focused on the library of routines provided on the companion CD. If your main concern is adding ready-made functionality to an application, you’ll achieve your goals quickly thanks to step-by-step instructions and sample programs that illustrate effective implementations. If you’re interested in the technologies underlying these routines, you’ll find in-depth explanations of how they work and the techniques required for customization.     

       About the Author
   Jeff Heaton is an author, college instructor, programmer, and Internet entrepreneur. He has worked with many languages, including C++, Java, and Visual Basic. He coauthored SAMS' Teach Yourself Visual C++ 6.0 Professional Reference Edition and has written for Java Developer's Journal, Windows Developer's Journal, and C++ Users Journal. He teaches Java programming at St. Louis Community College and has served as a consultant programmer for Anheuser-Busch, MasterCard, and Boeing, among others.       
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RF and Microwave Semiconductor Device HandbookCRC Press, 2002
The purpose of the CRC RF & Microwave Semiconductor Device Handbook is to provide a single volume comprehensive reference for high frequency semiconductor devices. It is intended to be a starting point for programs involving development, technology comparison, or acquisition for RF and wireless semiconductor devices. The articles that comprise...
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Purely Functional Data StructuresCambridge University Press, 1999

	Most books on data structures assume an imperative language such as C or C++. However, data structures for these languages do not always translate well to functional languages such as Standard ML, Haskell, or Scheme. This book describes data structures from the point of view of functional languages, with examples, and presents design...
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Governance, Policy and Juxtaposition: A Maritime PerspectiveSpringer, 2019

	
		This book considers governance and policy-making within the maritime sector, and focuses significantly on the dimensional context within which governance works. Recognising the importance of understanding governance and policy at times when the world is faced with social, political, and economic problems, it highlights the fact that...
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Software Visualization: Visualizing the Structure, Behaviour, and Evolution of SoftwareSpringer, 2007
Software visualization encompasses the development and evaluation of methods for graphically representing different aspects of software, including its structure, its execution, and its evolution. Software visualization combines techniques from areas like software engineering, programming languages, data mining, computer graphics, information...
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Microelectronic Applications of Chemical Mechanical PlanarizationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Chemical mechanical planarization, or CMP, has become one of the newest and most important fabrication technologies adopted by the semiconductor industry  worldwide, despite a remarkably nontraditional and somewhat controversial developmentalhistory. Begun as a mere research and development curiosity more than 20 years ago at IBM, the...
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Fundamental AstronomySpringer, 2007

	Fundamental Astronomy gives a well-balanced and comprehensive introduction to the topics of classical and modern astronomy. While emphasizing both the astronomical concepts and the underlying physical principles, the text provides a sound basis for more profound studies in the astronomical sciences.


	The fifth edition of this...
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